It is advantageous to achieve positive contrast images instead of negative contrast images in superparamagnetic iron-oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles-based MR imaging in order to distinguish the signal surrounding SPIO nanoparticles from the dark signal due to local field inhomogeneity and the artifacts due to tissue interface and background noise, eliminate the inherent defects in the traditional MRI such as partial-volume effects and large void volume for reliable visualization, and increase contrast-to-noise ratio. Many methods generating positive signal with SPIO nanoparticles have been developed in the last decade. This paper provides an overview of current visualization methods and states their advantages and disadvantages. In practice, these techniques have been widely applied to cell labeling and disease diagnosis and monitoring. However, there is still a need for an ideal method to achieve both accuracy and sensitivity.
Introduction
Biocompatible superparamagnetic iron-oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles have been becoming an important class of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agents in clinic. The size of these particles ranges from tens to 100 nm, allowing the particles to achieve longer circulation time than other contrast agents such as gadolinium chelates in vivo [1] . These particles consist of iron oxide cores, which are coated with dextran [2] or siloxanes [3] encapsulated by a polymer [4] such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) [5] and further modified to facilitate internalization. Due to their low toxicity and high relaxivity (i.e., lower concentration) in medical practice, they display favorable nanosize-dependent properties beyond gadolinium chelates for MRI diagnosis. However, in the practical use, magnetic heterogeneity is inevitable in the region of interest (ROI) around SPIO nanoparticles due to their superparamagnetic property. Such local field inhomogeneity shortens both T * 2 and apparent T 2 relaxation times since spins can relax through different paths, thus giving dark signal in MR images. Meantime, many other factors such as tissue interfaces and background noise can also result in signal loss by inducing local incoherence, which confounds the detection efficiency [6] . Moreover, these negative contrast agents suffer from partial-volume effects, and the void volume for reliable visualization must be larger than voxel size which depends critically on the resolution of the image. Therefore, it is necessary to produce SPIO-specific-positive contrast in order to distinguish the signal surrounding SPIO nanoparticles from the dark signal derived from local field inhomogeneity and reduce the artifacts due to tissue interface and background noise, eliminate the inherent defects in the traditional MRI such as partial-volume effects and large void volume for reliable visualization, and increase contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR).
Magnetic Properties of SPIO Nanoparticles in MRI
SPIO nanoparticles are sufficiently small so that their magnetizations can randomly flip in direction at room temperature. Similar to paramagnets, they can be magnetized by an external magnetic field. However, they have much larger magnetic susceptibility than paramagnets, thus once the external magnetic field disappears, the magnetism of SPIO nanoparticles will reduce to zero immediately.
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Because SPIO nanoparticles are easily magnetized in a static field and tend to agglomerate, a local magnetic field will be correspondingly produced surrounding SPIO nanoparticles when SPIO nanoparticles are magnetized. The magnetic field is approximately equal to the dipole field from a magnetized sphere [7, 8] . Moreover, the range of the magnetic field patterns from a collection of SPIO nanoparticles will reduce steeply with the radius of collection. In practice, an agglomeration of SPIO nanoparticles could not be treated as a sphere, but it may be considered as summing patterns from a group of spheres [9] .
For the existence of local magnetic heterogeneity, the protons surrounding SPIO nanoparticles are actually in a heterogeneous field with different precession frequency, which leads to faster dephasing. Meanwhile, there are interactions between dipoles of protons and electronic dipoles of SPIO nanoparticles. Accordingly, the T 2 of protons shortens, which will induce dark signal in the area around SPIO nanoparticles in the conventional MRI.
Positive Contrast Imaging of SPIO Nanoparticles
In the conventional MRI, SPIO nanoparticles give negative signals that are often confounded by the presence of artifacts due to hemorrhage, air, and partial-volume effects. To address these issues, many attempts have been made to generate positive contrast in the last decade. However, these positivecontrast methods can be classified into three categories as perturbation of magnetic field gradient-based, proton precession frequency-based, and phase (postprocessing)-based according to the main theory (see Table 1 for details).
It is necessary to have a detailed introduction and evaluation of these methods for a suitable application.
Positive Contrast Based on Perturbation of Magnetic Field Gradient

Gradient Echo Acquisition for Superparamagnetic Particles (GRASP).
The GRASP is a typical method for generating positive signal via the perturbation of magnetic field gradient. Originally, Seppenwoolde et al. obtained MR images in which Dy 2 O 3 marker acted as positive contrast agents [10] . They conserved the signal surrounding the Dy 2 O 3 marker and dephased the background signal with a slice gradient, and this method was name "white marker". Mani et al. applied this "white marker" to generate positive signal in the presence of SPIO nanoparticles, which was called GRASP [11] . The GRASP sequence is a little different from the conventional gradient echo (GRE) sequence, as shown in Figure 1 . It decreases the amplitude of the rephasing gradient (e.g., to 25%), which is normally 100% as slice selection gradient to compensate the slice selection area. The signal of normal circumstances will be effectively weakened due to the gradient imbalance. However, the signal near SPIO nanoparticles will be enhanced, for the gradient balance is restored by added negative local gradient induced by the dipole field of SPIO nanoparticles. The GRASP sequence effectively highlights the regions where SPIO nanoparticles are presented and suppresses the signal of background.
The phantom experiments demonstrated the success of the GRASP sequence in generating positive contrast of SPIO nanoparticles both in 1.5 and 3 T clinical MRI systems [11, 12] . Basically, the GRASP sequence can be performed on conventional MRI scanner within short acquisition time, but preliminary experiment is needed to optimize the amplitude of the rephasing gradient. The GRASP sequence is sensitive to field inhomogeneity and background noise is unavoidable. Moreover, it is more effective and sensitive at a moderate field (1.5 T) than at a higher field (3 T) due to the higher baseline R * 2 values at 3 T; therefore the field changes produced by the control cells is actually similar to that from the cells incubated with low concentration of SPIO nanoparticles at 1.5 T [11, 12] . High localization and relatively low concentration of SPIO nanoparticles may give optimal enhancement effect [13] .
iDQC Anisotropy Map
Imaging. In general, intermolecular double-quantum coherences (iDQCs) are sensitive to local magnetic field gradients [14, 15] . Bouchard et al. obtained three images with the coherence selection gradients oriented in three orthogonal directions (G x , G y , and G z ), and combined these images to detect the anisotropy in structured samples [14, 16] . Branca et al. applied this method to generate positive contrast of SPIO nanoparticles called iDQC anisotropy map imaging [6] . The iDQC signal of isotropic media has a spatial dependence (1 − 3cos 2 θ), where θ is the angle between the direction of the coherence selection gradient and the external magnetic field B 0 . When the correlation gradient is set along the magic angle (x + y + z), the iDQC signal should be null in the combined image of G x + G y + G z (or G y + G x − G z ) since the image of G z is twice as strong as the images of G x and G y . However, the intensity and phase of a structured sample is not zero in the combined image but reflects the local sample structure [16] .
The iDQC anisotropy map imaging was proven effective in simulation, phantom, and animal experiments [6] . By using the iDQC imaging techniques, positive signal surrounding SPIO particles can be generated even in a heterogeneous magnetic field, and this technique is insensitive to susceptibility gradients present in most in vivo environments. Therefore it is promising to image the highly heterogeneous areas such as breast tumor and prostate tumor tissues. In addition, the iDQC imaging is feasible for differentiating the focal region (the live part of the tumor) from the background necrotic area in the tumor tissue. It shows exciting possibilities for tumor stage assessment through MRI with specially targeted SPIO nanoparticles [6] . Nevertheless, the major limitation of this method is lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) relative to the standard methods. In addition, this method needs a long echo time (TE) for sampling; thus it is unsuitable for tissue with very short T 2 . Promisingly, iDQC imaging could be improved by incorporating new methods for sensitivity enhancement [17] [18] [19] [20] . Figure 1 : Diagram illustrating the gradients on the slice-select axis for conventional GRE imaging and GRASP sequence for bright imaging of SPIO, regenerated according to the description in [11] .
Positive Contrast Based on Proton Precession Frequency
Selective Excitation Imaging.
The SPIO nanoparticles will create large magnetization aligned with the static magnetic field, thus inducing an anisotropic resonance frequency distribution with a very well-defined spatial distribution over a short (microns) distance scale surrounding the SPIO nanoparticles [21] . Cunningham et al. used a 90
• -180
• pulse pair to selectively excite and refocus a narrow band of water molecules [9] . The sequence they used also gave millionfold (120 dB) suppression of on-resonance water (Figure 2) . A frequency selective was used in this sequence [22] , and the • -180
• pulse pair, regenerated according to the description in [9] .
90
• pair only excites and refocuses a thin shell of spins located at a particular frequency offset surrounding the SPIO nanoparticles [9] . Because the sources of offresonance outside the slice of interest result in interfering signal, Balchandani et al. developed a self-refocused spatialspectral (SR-SPSP) pulse [23] , instead of 90
• pair, to achieve slice-selective spin-echo imaging of off-resonant spins. The spatial selectivity achieved by the SR-SPSP radio frequency (RF) pulse not only eliminates background signal from regions outside the slice of interest but also reduces the on-resonant water suppression requirement. Such pulse has been tested with phantom and in vivo experiments [23] .
The images from phantom and in vivo experiments demonstrated the feasibility of selective excitation imaging on generating positive contrast [9] . Since the sequence never excites on-resonant spins and limits water suppression only in region of interest, water suppression is more efficient [9, 23] . By changing the transmit frequency and spectral offset of the pulse, it is possible to select flexibly the exciting frequency range with no need to modify the sequence or pulse and gradient waveforms in any static field. However, one limitation of this technique is that two acquisitions are required to eliminate unrefocused components of the magnetization, thus doubling the minimum scan time. In addition, the SR-SPSP pulse lasts 31.8 ms, which leads to another limitation that the minimum achievable repetition time (TR) of the whole pulse is ∼43 ms, which is ∼20 ms longer than the TR of the selective excitation imaging used by Cunningham et al. spurious signals from other offresonant sources are still unavoidable [23] . Moreover, its applicability needs to be further investigated due to the employment of high-energy RF pulses that yield increased specific absorption rate (SAR) compared with other methods such as the GRASP sequences.
Off-Resonance Saturation (ORS).
Zurkiya and Hu presented a diffusion-mediated off-resonance saturation method to generate positive contrast of ultrasmall SPIO (USPIO) nanoparticles [24] . A 6 ms Gaussian pulse was applied in each TR prior to imaging pulses to achieve offresonance irradiation. To quantify the magnitude of the ORS effect, the ORS ratio, 1 − (M sat /M 0 ), was calculated, where M sat was the values of amplitude with off-resonance saturation, and M 0 was values of amplitude without offresonance saturation. Since the ORS ratio goes linearly with concentration below saturation concentration, the ORS approach can be used to quantify nanoparticles in an image. This method not only allows assessment of pathophysiological states but also allows reveal of the evolution of disease [25, 26] .
The ORS demonstrated the favorable feasibility to generate positive signal correlated with USPIO nanoparticle concentration by agarose gel phantom experiments [24, 27] . The ORS effect is highly dependent on diffusion, suggesting that this approach may be useful for the assessment of pathological changes correlating with alteration of the diffusion [28] . However, the use of high-energy RF pulses in this method limits its application due to the increased specific absorption rate.
Inversion-Recovery with On-Resonant Water Suppression (IRON). Stuber et al. developed another technique
to visualize the surroundings of SPIO nanoparticles with positive enhancement [29] . As depicted in Figure 3 , it was achieved by adding a broadband dual inversion prepulse for fat and on-resonant water suppression to a conventional imaging sequence, thus the signals from fat and background were attenuated significantly. Simultaneously, the area of the positive signal can be controlled by changing the pulse parameters. IRON imaging facilitates the use of either GRE or fast spin echo (FSE) imaging protocols, for it is unnecessary to modify the imaging part of the sequence [29] . Even so, the prolonged TE may lead a weaker positive signal when IRON is combined with a GRE acquisition. Moreover, when IRON is added to a FSE acquisition, there will be a further increase in absorption rate, especially at higher magnetic field strength. The IRON imaging has been proven to be effective in cylindrical gelatin phantom and in vivo experiments [12, 30] . The signal of IRON is twice as the signal obtained using selective excitation method because the positive signal is simultaneously contributed from positive and negative frequency components. Additionally, the volume of positive signal shows highly correlated with the concentration of SPIO-labeled cells in vitro [29] . Therefore, IRON may be feasible to quantify the amount of SPIOlabeled cells. However, the volume of positive signal depends on the local concentration and spatial distribution of SPIOlabeled cells which may change quickly in vivo. As a result, the volume of positive signal is not exactly correlated with the number of SPIO-labeled cells in vivo. Moreover, as one of the sequences that use signal dephasing or off-resonance as a way of selecting SPIO signal, spurious positive signal could be unavoidable at tissue borders or air-tissue interfaces during IRON imaging, and residual background noise due to B 1 inhomogeneity could also lead to local "over/under tipping" of the magnetization [29] . Furthermore, because the time of T 1 recovery during the RF excitation train suffers from the dual inversion for fat suppression, the broadband dual inversion needs to be replaced with another spectrally selective prepulse for fat saturation to achieve more effective on-resonant water suppression. Finally, the threshold of detectability of SPIO-labeled cells is not clear yet for IRON imaging.
Balanced Steady-State Free Precession.
Alternative dual inversion prepulse and on-resonant water suppression pulse was proposed by Dharmakumar et al. to generate positive contrast from off-resonant spins with steady-state free precession (SSFP) magnetic resonance imaging [31] . On that basis, Mascheri et al. got positive contrast imaging of USPIO-labeled macrophages with a low-tip-angle balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) sequence at clinical field strength (1.5 T) and resolution (0.8 × 0.8 × 3 mm 3 ) [32] . Further, Ç ukur et al. presented an improved method, positive contrast with alternating repetition time steady-state free precession (PARTS) [33] , which coupled low tip angles for generating off-resonant signal with alternating repetition times [34, 35] for water suppression. This sequence is combined with a separate acquisition where the stopband is instead centered at the fat resonance.
Both PARTS and bSSFP shows effective in phantom and in vivo experiments [32, 33, 35, 36] . PARTS improved background suppression, thus allowing quantitative positive contrast measurements in vitro [33] . However, absolute quantification in vivo may be impossible due to the unexpectable processes such as the migration, clustering, proliferation, or death of cells. Meanwhile, PARTS is difficult to fit with higher field strength unless giving shorter TRs. Spurious signals from considerable field inhomogeneity and susceptibility boundaries are inescapable in PARTS images as other off-resonance techniques, which limit the specificity of positive contrast images with PARTS around the SPIOlabeled cells. Based on a low-tip-angle alternating repetition time (ATR) SSFP sequence, PARTS has higher SNR, lower specific absorption rate, and lower flow sensitivity than other off-resonance methods. The acquisition time of PARTS is extraordinarily short, even four to five times shorter than GRE sequences. Furthermore, PARTS can produce threedimensional high-resolution images with positive contrast within less than one minute. The smallest number of cells detectable with the method (0.1 million in vitro) is not inferior to other methods [9, 29] , but the detectability thresholds are yet to be determined.
Positive Contrast Based on Phase
Phase Slope Magnitude (PSM)
Imaging. Exploiting the characteristic of phase or susceptibility is another feasible approach to generate positive signal of sites surrounding SPIO nanoparticles, which is one of postprocessing methods. The PSM image applied a high-pass filtering to the phase images [37, 38] , which preserved image resolution and improved quantification sensitivity simultaneously.
The PSM imaging was proven to be effective in gel phantom and mouse experiments [37, 38] . Extraordinarily, the images exhibit a 1-to 8-fold CNR improvement in regions containing the SPIO deposits. Moreover, it benefits from the increased sensitivity to magnetic susceptibility effects while retaining the critical anatomic backdrop by superimposing PSM images onto magnitude images. Unlike many other positive contrast imaging methods, PSM imaging does not require any modification to acquisition, and it can be combined with any imaging sequence. However, there are several inherent drawbacks for the PSM method. Firstly, the spurious signals which derived from some tissue interfaces will be unavoidable. Secondly, computational artifacts caused by rapid spatial changes in phase angle are possibly introduced into PSM images under the existence of highly relaxative SPIO nanoparticles [25] . If image resolution is too low to sample the rapid phase changes induced by highly relaxative SPIO nanoparticles in phase angle, undersampling will occur, which can potentially cause phase unwrapping problem, thus leads to an additional phase to each phase image pixel with multiple of 2π. Finally, as a postprocessings method, the PSM images are more sensitive to motion artifacts than those mentioned above [39] .
Variation of Susceptibility-Weighted Imaging (SWI).
Eibofner et al. proposed a positive contrast technique combining the magnitude image with phase image of a gradient-echo dataset [40] . It is a variation of SWI technique developed by Haacke et al. [41] . A mask generated from the values of phase is multiplied by the values of amplitude, resulting in the susceptibility weighted image. By changing the properties of the phase mask, the sites surrounding SPIO nanoparticles can be highlighted against the homogeneous sites. Three different masks defined zero on phase values, Hanning mask, V-shaped mask, and step function mask were implemented in order to suppress the on-resonant spins which were defined on a certain phase shift to keep signals from protons surrounding SPIO nanoparticles.
The SWI method for SPIO nanoparticles showed good potential for positive contrast imaging on agar phantom and ex vivo bovine liver experiment [40] . This method can be regarded as a simple version of PSM imaging [40, 42] . Moreover, this postprocessing is insensitive toward an inaccurate shimming or inhomogeneous magnetic field because the phase filter procedure removes the low spatial frequency components. Another advantage of this technique is that the negative and the positive dipole distortions contribute positive signal simultaneously, which is accomplished by the symmetrical phase mask. However, the accuracy of this technique is limited by the inhomogeneities of the tissues around the SPIO nanoparticles and the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field, even the excitation profile of the coil. In inhomogeneous tissues such as bovine liver, due to a complete suppression of the background signal, the smallest number of SPIO-labeled cells detected significantly increases to 23,000 while concentration of 1000 cells/20 mL could be visualized in agar phantom [40] . Furthermore, this method can only be applied to the gradient echo sequence, in which lower readout bandwidth (BW) and longer TE would be better. Dahnke et al. presented another postprocessing method called SGM [42] , which was based on the fact that susceptibility-induced field gradients could be visualized after applying Fourier transform on image subsets [43] . Zhao et al. introduced an improved method PGM in which a fast Fourier transform (FFT) approach was implemented and no phase unwrapping procedure was required [44] . The PGM method generates effective positive contrast maps coming from the susceptibility gradients associated with SPIO particles. The PGM method generates positive signal with sensitivity higher than that of SGM at medium and low concentrations of SPIO, while SGM is more sensitive than PGM at longer TEs.
Susceptibility Gradient Mapping (SGM) and Phase Gradient Mapping (PGM).
Both PGM and SGM show accurate estimation on the SPIO concentration from phantom dataset [12, 42, 44] . These postprocessing methods offer additional information from a T * 2 -weighted image without any extra measurement. Moreover, they can be used to discriminate hypointensities induced by susceptibility gradients from others though the provided susceptibility gradient map has a lower resolution than the original image. PGM and SGM show a great potential to detect the susceptibility induced by contrast agents or medical devices [45] . However, the unavoidable spurious signal from some tissue interfaces and the detected threshold of cells from inhomogeneous tissues are still a concern practical application.
Application of Positive Contrast
Imaging with SPIO Nanoparticles
The traditional MR image could be significantly improved by positive contrast imaging of SPIO nanoparticles as contrast agents, and that has stimulated an increasing number of new techniques. Their applications have been expanded to the field of disease diagnosis and monitoring even clinical use [32] , with tracking transplanted cells in various organs being the most widely investigation [46] [47] [48] . Cunningham et al. [9] and Balchandani et al. [23] achieved frequency-selective excitation positive signal of SPIO-labeled cells, in which the cells were injected into the hind limbs of a living mouse. Stuber et al. obtained threedimensional IRON FSE images of rabbit hind limbs with 250,000 and 125,000 SPIO-labeled stem cells, respectively [29] . Both injection sites can be readily detected as areas of hyperintense signal at 3 T. Suzuki et al. compared offresonance (OR) positive contrast with GRE acquisition of SPIO-luc-mESC (mouse embryonic stem cell transfected with luciferase reporter gene) transplanted to mice and calculated the SNR and CNR obtained from OR and GRE acquisition. Both SNR and CNR from OR acquisition are significantly higher than those from GRE acquisition [49] . Ç ukur et al. tracked SPIO-labeled human bone marrow stromal cells injected into mice with PARTS sequence [33] . No longer satisfied with locating the site of cells, Brisset et al. quantified cells with GRASP sequence in mouse brains [50] . They found that the measurement of cloverleaf artifact volume was significantly related to the given range Journal of Nanomaterials 7 of cells. Zhao et al. used PGM and SGM images to quantify SPIO-labeled cells which were injected subcutaneously and bilaterally into the flanks of rats [44] . Besides tracking cells, positive contrast imaging with SPIO nanoparticles shows effective in detection of burn infection [51] , atherosclerosis [52, 53] , crush injury [13] , and so on.
Although positive contrast imaging with SPIO nanoparticles solves some problems in conventional MRI, such as differentiation of SPIO nanoparticles and other noise, some problems still need further investigate, such as accuracy of detection, dependability of cells tracking with long-term, spurious signal, and elimination of susceptibility boundaries.
Besides, the research of multifunctional materials is very active in last years. Some multifunctional SPIO materials have been produced as T 2 -agent in MRI, biological indicators, rhodamine B isothiocyanate, T 1 -agent (dual MR contrast), and antibacterials [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . These materials will bring many fresh applications of positive contrast imaging with SPIO.
Conclusions and Future Work
It is advantageous to achieve positive contrast images of SPIOs. An ideal SPIO-based positive-contrast imaging technique ought to (1) have high sensitivity and good specificity, (2) have insensitivity for field inhomogeneity and susceptibility gradients not associated with SPIOs, (3) have good suppression capability for background and onresonant water signals, and (4) have high signal-to-noise ratio. In reality, no method will meet all these requirements as shown in Table 1 but a good positive-contrast method ideally should meet as many criteria as possible in the specific application. In practice, positive contrast imaging with SPIO nanoparticles has been successfully applied to tracking cells and disease diagnosis and monitoring. In all currently used methods, every method has its advantages, but a better method is expected to detect the SPIO nanoparticles with improved accuracy and sensitivity. It is clear that the best choice would be to take advantages of the combination of some existing methods. It is predictable that such integrate method will become increasing important and facilitate the clinical application in the future.
